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SEE THE CIRCULAR 230 DISCLAIMERS APPENDED TO  
THE CONCLUSION OF THIS WASHINGTON REPORT. 

In Doran v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., a U.S. __F. Supp. 2d.__ No. 3:10-cv-
08093 (S.D. Ind. November 5, 2010), District Court in Indiana ruled that MetLife did not 
fraudulently misrepresent (as claimed by plaintiff) the tax consequences of an annuity policy 
surrender that result in the imposition of an approximately $30,000 unanticipated tax on the 
plaintiff who did the surrendering. 

The facts as stated in the opinion indicated that Plaintiff owned two annuities (identified in the 
opinion as “Genworth Annuities” referring of course to the issuing company) that she acquired through her 
divorce settlement, and wanted to roll them into a single policy. One of the annuities was valued at 
approximately $80,000, and the other at approximately $12,000. The Defendant insurance company, 
MetLife, sent two agents (Riley and Brimmer) to Plaintiff's home for the purpose of discussing various 
insurance policies.  Plaintiff understood that Brimmer and Riley were insurance agents but not tax experts.  
Plaintiff provided all of the historical background information concerning the Genworth Annuities to 
Brimmer and Riley, and stated that she did not want to proceed with the transaction if it would result in any 
additional costs or tax repercussions.  

Upon review of the information provided by Plaintiff, Brimmer and Riley suggested that the 
Genworth Annuities could be rolled into one of Defendant's variable annuities in a “Section 1035 
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exchange,” which would result in no recognized gain or loss to Plaintiff.  As it turned out, however, 
Plaintiff was not the annuitant of the larger annuity (her ex-husband was), and, consequently, she was 
ineligible for the 1035 exchange with respect to that annuity. Brimmer and Riley then suggested that 
Plaintiff surrender the larger annuity. “Based on the information provided by Plaintiff, all parties [including 
Plaintiff’s accountant] believed that the surrender would not impose tax liability because they thought that 
the original contract amount was the cost basis of the larger Genworth Annuity.”   

However, the larger annuity had been rolled over several times, and its original cost basis was, in 
fact $7,000.  Since its surrender value was $88,000, Plaintiff realized a gain of over $80,000 (reported on a 
Form 1099 subsequently received by Plaintiff from MetLife), and incurred an unanticipated tax of 
approximately $30,000. 

As part of the section 1035 exchange with respect to the smaller annuity, and a surrender of the 
larger annuity, Plaintiff signed an application which stated, in relevant part: "You should consult your own 
tax advisor if you have any question about the tax treatment of your nonqualified annuity contracts. 
MetLife is not responsible for the tax consequences of this transaction." In addition, Plaintiff signed an 
acknowledgment, which stated:  

“I [ ] acknowledge that Met Life does not provide legal or tax advice and does not guarantee the 
intended tax treatment of the annuity or any riders thereto. I [ ] have been informed about the tax 
uncertainties stated above or elsewhere in this application, and it has also been recommended to me 
[ ] that I [ ] consult my [ ] own tax advisor or tax attorney prior to the purchase of the annuity or any 
riders thereto.” 

The Court ruled in favor of Defendant MetLife on Plaintiff’s claims of fraud and constructive fraud.  
It noted that: “In order to establish her fraud claim, Plaintiff must show: ‘(1) a material misrepresentation of 
past or existing facts; (2) made with knowledge or reckless ignorance of falsity; (3) which caused [Plaintiff] 
to rely upon the misrepresentation to the [Plaintiff's] detriment.’”  To establish constructive fraud, Plaintiff 
must show: "(1) a duty owed by [Defendant] to [Plaintiff] due to their relationship, (2) violation of that duty 
by the making of deceptive material misrepresentations of past or existing facts or remaining silent when a 
duty to speak exists, (3) reasonable reliance thereon by [Plaintiff], (4) injury to [Plaintiff] as a proximate 
result thereof, and (5) the gaining of an advantage by [Defendant] at the expense of [Plaintiff]."  

The Court found that there was no material misrepresentation which was made with knowledge or 
reckless ignorance of falsity, although Plaintiff had furnished Defendant with all of the documentation 
concerning the Genworth Annuities.  It noted that: 

“All of the information concerning the Genworth Annuities was provided to Brimmer and Riley by 
Plaintiff, including information regarding the cost basis, contract price, and surrender value. The 
transaction was ultimately taxable because the larger annuity had been rolled over previously. It is 
undisputed that Brimmer and Riley were not aware of that fact when the alleged misrepresentations 
regarding the cost basis were made.”  

Since the state of Indiana does not recognize the tort of “negligent” misrepresentation, Plaintiff 
could not argue that Brimmer and Riley had a duty to discover the cost basis of the annuities. “The record is 
clear that Brimmer and Riley did not have the requisite scienter [knowledge of wrongdoing], and thus, her 
fraud claim fails as a matter of law.” 

Plaintiff further could not argue material misrepresentation of the tax liability of the transaction for 
two reasons: First, a fraud claim cannot be based on representations or opinions as to the future (including, 
apparently, future tax results); Second, statements regarding tax liability are legal opinions (in this case 
made by non-lawyers), and “[M]isstatements of law cannot form the basis of fraud because everyone is 
presumed to know the law and therefore, the allegedly defrauded party cannot justifiably have relied on 
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those misstatements."  Any exception that might have applied if Brimmer and Riley were specialized 
tax experts did not apply in this case because they were not, and did not hold themselves out as such. 

The Court therefore granted summary judgment to the Defendant. 

One could conjecture whether this case might be decided differently in the future (particularly were 
it brought against the selling life insurance agents) if expansion of the life insurance agent fiduciary 
standards, now being considered by the SEC pursuant to the Dodd Frank legislation (as potentially 
applicable to variable products), were to be applied generally to the broader marketing of life insurance 
policies. 

Any AALU member who wishes to obtain a copy of Doran v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. 
may do so through the following means: (1) use hyperlink above next to “Major References,” (2) log onto the 
AALU website at www.aalu.org and enter the Member Portal with your last name and birth date and select 
Current Washington Report for linkage to source material or (3) email Anthony Raglani at raglani@aalu.org 
and include a reference to this Washington Report. 

 
In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS which may apply to the Washington Report as 

distributed or as re-circulated by our members, please be advised of the following: 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND IT CANNOT 
BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE PURPOSES OF AVOIDING ANY PENALTY THAT MAY BE 

IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to be a “marketed opinion” within the meaning 
of the IRS guidance, then, as required by the IRS, please be further advised of the following: 

 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE PROMOTIONS OR 
MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE WRITTEN 
ADVICE, AND, BASED ON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU SHOULD SEEK 

ADVICE FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR. 
 

 

                                                                             
The mission of AALU is to promote, preserve and protect advanced life insurance planning  

for the benefit of our members, their clients, the industry and the general public. 
 

For more information about how AALU’s advocacy efforts help protect your business and the 
advanced life insurance marketplace, visit our website at www.aalu.org, or  

call toll free 1-(888)-275-0092. 
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